Do you want to be part of an engaged team to foster the sustainability of a global top 10 chemical corporation? Would you like participating in everyday life calls with European, American, and Japanese group companies? Do you have a strong commitment to the harmony between nature and human existence? Does KAITEKI philosophy touch you?

If you want to shape the future of sustainable production with your ideas and walk together on this path, we are happy to receive your motivation letter and CV.

**There are some skills that you need to enjoy this journey:**

The Mitsubishi Chemical Group (MCG), as indicated by its name, is a chemical company; thus, some knowledge of plastic production and processing into intermediate products would ease your work with us.

We established and working on the integration of a solid life cycle approach into the production processes at the MCG, thus, one of your tasks would be to support the global LCA team. **First touch with the life cycle assessment** (LCA) and one of the leading software packages is advantageous.

We are located in Europe but work closely with global group companies. Accordingly, **English is a must**, and any other language is a plus.

**Writing skills** to compose reports, draw flow charts, and handle sensitive data are necessary, and can be developed.

You are a communicator, keep contact with group companies, and gather information for environmental assessments.
You can examine larger interconnected datasets to evaluate and validate them. Analytical and critical thinking helps you to verify LCA models.

**Your benefits as Working Student at Mitsubishi Chemical Europe**

You can work from the home office, but you can enjoy the river view of MCE’s main building. Coffee, tea, and soft drinks are awaiting refreshment. You can join our dynamic, cheerful sustainability team. You can learn how a top chemical company works before jumping into the deep-water. You can develop new skills crucial to your career. You can do much to green the global chemical sector.

Please apply via the following email:
balint.simon@m-chem.com

We believe in the power of people with diverse values, viewpoints and expertise. At Mitsubishi Chemical Group our guiding principle is the wellbeing of people, society and our planet Earth – a philosophy we call KAITEKI. We are committed to creating an inclusive and diverse environment.